STARTUP CHAMPIONS

Venturelab and EPFL will be hosting an exceptional happening presenting the EPFL rising stars and TOP100 Swiss Startups finalists: **Flyability**, **Lunaphore** and **Bestmile**.

**Thursday, December 12th, 2019**

17:00 - 19:00, Montreux Jazz Café EPFL

Panel discussion with the founders of the TOP100 Swiss Startups finalists: **Flyability** (Patrick Thévoz, CEO), **Lunaphore** (Ata Tuna Ciftlik, CEO & Diego Dupouy, CTO) and **Bestmile** (Raphaël Gindrat, CEO & Anne Mellano, Co-founder).

Free entry but mandatory registration: [www.venturelab.ch/startupchamps](http://www.venturelab.ch/startupchamps)
Flyability (Patrick Thévoz, CEO): Ranked #1 TOP 100 Swiss Startup and EY Entrepreneur of the Year in 2019, Flyability is a Swiss company building solutions for the inspection and exploration of indoor, inaccessible, and confined spaces. By allowing drones to be used safely inside buildings, it enables industrial companies and inspection professionals to reduce downtime, inspection costs, and risks to workers.

Lunaphore (Ata Tuna Ciftlik, CEO & Diego Dupouy, CTO): Ranked #2 TOP 100 Swiss Startup in 2019, Lunaphore is disrupting tissue diagnostics field by fundamentally changing the time and resource driven nature of diagnostic assays on tumor sections. Just like the fast sequencing technologies have made genomics testing possible for everybody today, Lunaphore will make possible an order-of-magnitude higher number of tissue biomarker checks for each tumor.

Bestmile (Raphaël Gindrat, CEO & Anne Mellano, Co-founder): Ranked #5 TOP 100 Swiss Startup in 2019, Bestmile is a technology company providing distributed and highly scalable cloud technology leveraging the full potential of autonomous vehicles to tackle global mobility challenges. Bestmile empowers mobility providers to deploy, manage and optimize autonomous and conventional driven vehicle fleets.